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On the Feasibility of Multi-Mode Antennas in
UWB and IoT Applications below 10 GHz

Nils L. Johannsen, Nikolai Peitzmeier, Peter A. Hoeher, and Dirk Manteuffel

Abstract—While on the one hand 5G and beyond
5G networks are challenged by ultra-high data rates in
wideband applications like 100+ Gb/s wireless Internet
access, on the other hand they are expected to support
reliable low-latency Internet of Things applications with
ultra-high connectivity. These conflicting challenges are
addressed in a system proposal dealing with both
extremes. In contrast to most recent publications, focus
is on the frequency domain below 10 GHz. Towards
this goal, multi-mode antenna technology is used and
different realizations, offering up to eight uncorrelated
ports per radiator element, are studied. Possible base-
band architectures tailored to multi-mode antennas are
discussed, enabling different options regarding precod-
ing and beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION
The upcoming Internet of Things (IoT) is ex-

pected to deliver a tremendous growth in the
number of mobile devices and mobile terminals,
each requiring Internet access. As an example,
in [1] and the sources therein, about 10 billion
devices till 2020 are expected, while in [2] al-
ready a number of 20 to 40 billion IoT devices
is mentioned. It is commonly assumed that next
generation mobile networks will play a crucial
role in handling both high data rates to users
streaming videos on the one hand and connect-
ing a large number of low data rate devices,
e.g. connected sensors, on the other hand. As
suggested in [3], rather small cells employing
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
arrays are promising to handle the requirements
due to the large gain and channel hardening
aspects which help to reduce transmission power.

However, while connecting a large number of
low data rate devices, the base station (BS) still
needs to provide high data rates to individual
customers. In recent publications towards IoT,
mmWaves (30-300 GHz), submmWaves (300-
1000 GHz) or even THz signals are targeted.
Due to the strong free-space attenuation, sparse
scattering occurs and line-of-sight (LOS) beam-
forming is mandatory. Opposed to the mmWave
approach, in this paper focus is on data rates
above 100 Gb/s as well as robust IoT applications
in the frequency regime below 10 GHz.

Towards these goals, multi-mode antenna tech-
nology is studied in this contribution. Multi-mode
antennas behave like antenna arrays, both at BS
and mobile terminal. Since multiple ports per
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element are available, which provide orthogonal
characteristic far fields, the array can be mod-
eled by overlayed uniform planar arrays, each
employing one specific antenna type at the same
position. Because of their orthogonal radiation
patterns, a diversity gain and/or multiplexing gain
is resolvable. For use cases such as ultra-fast
wireless Internet access, the different radiation
patterns enable multi-stream processing. Whereas
when targeting IoT, the diversity can be used
to ensure robustness and quality of service by
increasing the antenna gain of single elements.
When employed in the mobile terminal, conse-
quently, the different radiation patterns help to
provide an additional link margin.

IoT applications are expected to be dominated
by a large number of cheap devices, requiring low
data rates on the one hand. On the other hand,
IoT applications are expected to require real-
time communication and high reliability at the
same time. As an example, a highly automatized
factory environment is discussed in [3].

The requirements of the described factory use
case are in contrast to the requirements of ultra-
fast Internet and highly demanding data-rate ap-
plications. In ultra wideband (UWB) services, a
large frequency band is used. LOS communica-
tion helps to improve the separation of different
data streams, while power consumption is of
secondary interest.

Towards the goal of high reliability, a larger
link margin by using single-element beamform-
ing is achievable. Massive connectivity can be
facilitated by boosting the number of data-
streams. Multi-mode antennas open the flexibility
to switch between both options.

As a summary, IoT and UWB applications re-
quire different problems to be solved. We propose
multi-mode antenna technology to jointly face the
requirements. High data rates are offered while
reliability and/or connectivity are improved.

Original contributions include:
• a systematic design procedure for multi-

mode antennas using symmetry properties of
characteristic modes

• a proposal of different multi-mode antenna
precoding setups including sophisticated hy-
brid beamforming structures and single-
element beamforming

• an evaluation of the achievable gain of
single-element beamforming

• a sum-rate performance assessment as a
function of distance for different multi-mode
antenna types
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The remainder is organized as follows. In the
next section, the multi-mode antenna design is
described. A prototype antenna array providing
four ports per element is taken as a reference.
New variations are presented, offering up to eight
ports on a hexagonally-shaped planar radiator.
The third section describes the system setup un-
der investigation and introduces different ways
of implementation, including aspects on saving
hardware costs. Afterwards, the performance of
the multi-mode antennas is studied for some ex-
ample scenarios. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

II. MULTI-MODE ANTENNA DESIGN
In order to realize MIMO antennas both at

the base station and the mobile terminal, the
concept of multi-mode antennas based on the
theory of characteristic modes [4] is employed. In
this concept, different current modes are excited
by different antenna ports on a single antenna
element. It is thus most suitable for designing
MIMO antennas that optimally utilize the given
space. Consequently, the concept is purposefully
applied to the design of MIMO antennas in
spatially restricted environments such as modern
mobile devices as well as the design of base
station antennas with a compact form factor.

The theory of characteristic modes states that
an arbitrary surface current density on a perfectly
electrically conducting (PEC) antenna can be
expressed as a weighted sum of characteristic
surface current densities. This modal decomposi-
tion is described mathematically by a generalized
eigenvalue problem, which can be solved numeri-
cally by means of the method of moments (MoM)
[4]. The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields
the characteristic surface current densities and
corresponding eigenvalues, which describe how
much a characteristic mode may contribute to the
total radiation of an antenna.

The characteristic modes possess advantageous
orthogonality properties which are leveraged for
multi-mode antenna designs. They state that the
characteristic far fields are orthogonal to each
other, offering pattern and polarization diversity.
For this reason, the aim of multi-mode antenna
design for MIMO is to respectively excite dif-
ferent sets of characteristic modes with different
antenna ports. In this case, the antenna ports are
uncorrelated, which is most beneficial for MIMO
antennas.

A. Mobile Terminal Antenna
At the mobile terminal, such as a mobile phone

or a sensor node, space for housing and placing
antennas is usually strictly limited. It is there-
fore a promising approach to use existing struc-
tures like the ground plane of a printed circuit
board (PCB) or the metallic chassis of a device
as an antenna. In order to enable MIMO for
such antenna structures, the characteristic mode
analysis [5] as described above is a suitable tool.

Based on the eigenvalues, the characteristic
modes which are significant for radiation within

Characteristic mode analysis:
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Excitation:
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Fig. 1. Workflow of multi-mode antenna design: A suitable
geometry is selected. A characteristic mode analysis is performed
yielding significant modes for excitation. Excitations are im-
plemented based on modal currents. _: wavelength at design
frequency.

the frequency band of interest are identified. For
example, the rectangular plate in Fig. 1 with
edge lengths of one wavelength times half a
wavelength offers four significant characteristic
modes, whose surface current densities are de-
picted. The number of significant modes depends
on the electrical size of the antenna.

In order to make use of the diversity potential,
excitations have to be defined for the charac-
teristic surface current densities. Typically, two
types of excitations are distinguished: Inductive
coupling is performed at local maxima of the
current density by introducing slots or loops
(inductive coupling elements), whereas capaci-
tive coupling is performed at local minima of
the current density (local maxima of the elec-
tric field) by introducing additional elements to
the antenna (capacitive coupling elements) [6].
However, it has to be kept in mind that, as
the antenna is the chassis itself or an essential
part for other functional groups (e.g. a PCB),
its shape must not be altered significantly by
introducing these coupling elements. Therefore,
electrically small coupling elements are typically
used. Furthermore, it may be purposeful to drive
several such coupling elements simultaneously
in order to reproduce a desired current density,
depending on the antenna geometry. This concept
is also illustrated in Fig. 1, where four antenna
ports are defined by driving different inductive
coupling elements simultaneously, inspired by the
modal current densities. In such a scenario, a feed
network is used which distributes the input signal
of an antenna port to the corresponding coupling
elements and adjusts the necessary phase and
amplitude relations between the coupling ele-
ments (see e.g. [7]). The effectiveness of a chosen
excitation can be analyzed by means of the modal
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weighting coefficients, which are an additional
result of the characteristic mode analysis if exci-
tations are defined. They express to what degree
a characteristic mode is excited depending on
the similarity of the excitation to the respective
characteristic surface current densities and their
significance for radiation.

For the design of a MIMO antenna, several
antenna ports have to be defined which should
be uncorrelated. The port correlation is measured
by means of the envelope correlation coefficients.
It can be shown that these can also be expressed
in terms of the modal weighting coefficients [8],
demonstrating that decorrelation of the antenna
ports is achieved if they excite mutually exclusive
sets of characteristic modes. This requirement
is e.g. fulfilled in Fig. 1. However, the theory
of characteristic modes does not guarantee that
the characteristic surface current densities them-
selves are orthogonal to each other (orthogonality
holds for the characteristic far fields, as explained
above). On the contrary, the current densities
may be correlated, i.e. similar, and thus cannot
be excited separately. If different antenna ports
excite the same characteristic modes, they will in
general be correlated, which should be avoided
for MIMO operation.

In [8], it is shown that symmetric antennas
offer the possibility to realize perfectly uncor-
related antenna ports by utilizing the symmetry
properties of characteristic modes (see next sub-
section). This fact is also made use of in Fig. 1.
However, at the mobile terminal symmetries may
not always be exploited since the antenna shape
is usually predetermined, as described above.
Furthermore, accommodating a feed network for
simultaneously driving distributed coupling ele-
ments may not be feasible due to spatial restric-
tions (cf. [7]).

If a symmetric antenna design is not possible
for the above mentioned reasons, an optimiza-
tion procedure based on the characteristic mode
analysis can be employed. It is based on the
observation in [8] that certain modal weighting
coefficients may be relatively low even for sig-
nificant modes, which strongly depends on the
actual port implementation. Therefore, it is de-
duced that, if a certain amount of port correlation
is allowed, locations for coupling elements can
be found that significantly excite only a limited
number of characteristic modes. Based on the
modal weighting coefficients and their connec-
tion to the envelope correlation coefficients, the
antenna ports are optimized in such a way that the
significantly excited characteristic modes per port
are distinct and only the weakly excited modes
overlap. This way, weakly correlated antenna
ports can be realized iteratively in an automated
manner. As the proposed procedure is based on
modal parameters alone, only one full simulation
run of the given antenna geometry is needed
for getting the modal results. Simulations of the
complete system yield that the maximum allowed
correlation should not exceed −9 dB (see the

Fig. 2. Multi-mode massive MIMO antenna array as designed
in [9] consisting of 11×11 four-port antenna elements (see insets)
based on a square geometry with feed networks using power
dividers and hybrid couplers realized in stripline technology.

section on system evaluation).

B. Base Station Antenna
At the base station, a massive MIMO antenna

array is employed. In order to utilize the given
space more efficiently than conventional arrays,
multi-mode antennas are used as array elements.
These elements can be arranged in the same
way as in conventional arrays, e.g. as a two-
dimensional linear array, yielding a multi-mode
massive MIMO antenna array [9].

In contrast to the mobile terminal, the ele-
ments of the base station antenna array can be
designed freely. The goal is to design compact
antenna elements with as many uncorrelated ports
as possible. Recent results show that symmet-
ric antenna elements are particularly suitable to
achieve this goal [8]: The characteristic surface
current densities of a symmetric antenna can be
sorted into a limited number of sets which are
mutually orthogonal, depending on their sym-
metry properties. Choosing symmetrically placed
excitations, these sets of characteristic modes can
be excited separately, yielding perfectly uncor-
related antenna ports. However, as the number
of symmetry operations of an antenna is limited,
the number of mutually orthogonal sets of char-
acteristic surface current densities is limited, i.e.
there is an upper bound for realizing uncorrelated
antenna ports which depends on the symmetry
order of the antenna geometry.

For example, a square plate offers six sets of
mutually orthogonal characteristic surface current
densities and thus six uncorrelated antenna ports,
as demonstrated in [8]. Furthermore, a square
plate is well suited for arrangement in an array
due to its geometry. It should be noted, however,
that fulfilling the symmetry requirements for re-
alizing uncorrelated antenna ports may result in
a comparatively complex feed network (cf. [8]).
If the port potential is not fully exploited, the
feed network becomes less complex and the
antenna size can be further reduced, as shown
in [9], where a complete prototype of a multi-
mode massive MIMO array consisting of four-
port antenna elements based on a square plate is
presented (Fig. 2).
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The prototype in [9] also illustrates how the
excitations for such an antenna element can be
realized. As the antenna shape can be designed
freely, the exciters do not have to be electrically
small, in contrast to the mobile terminal, allowing
inherent impedance matching by optimizing the
geometry of the exciters. This way, input reflec-
tion coefficients of less than −10 dB are achieved
from 6 GHz to 8.5 GHz. It is important, however,
that the overall symmetry of the antenna must not
be altered in order to ensure uncorrelated antenna
ports [8]. Therefore, the exciters have to be placed
symmetrically, as visible in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, a feed network is needed in order
to distribute the input signals at the antenna
ports to the corresponding exciters on the antenna
element with the correct amplitude and phase re-
lations. In this case, a feed network consisting of
Wilkinson power dividers and a 90°-hybrid cou-
pler is realized in stripline technology (Fig. 2).
The mutual coupling between the ports of a single
antenna element is very low due to its symmetric
design [8]. Thus, the only source for coupling
is the feed network, which should therefore be
designed for high isolation. The prototype in [9]
achieves coupling coefficients of less than −20 dB
per antenna element.

In order to realize even more antenna ports
per array element, geometries with a higher sym-
metry order should be employed. An interest-
ing geometry is the hexagonal plate, which pro-
vides up to eight uncorrelated antenna ports [10].
Moreover, it offers the possibility for a new
arrangement of the antenna elements within the
array, i.e. a hexagonal tiling. It should be noted
that, as the number of antenna ports grows, the
complexity of the feed network increases (cf. [7],
[8], [9]), potentially becoming a limiting factor
for practical designs.

For all the aforementioned geometries, the an-
tenna size can be minimized in such a way that
only the necessary modes for achieving the max-
imum number of orthogonal ports are significant.
Based on the antenna symmetry, the necessary
modes can be determined and the antenna size
can be set such that only these modes are signif-
icant. For the above-mentioned square plate with
four ports, square plate with six ports, and the
hexagonal plate with eight ports, it is found exper-
imentally that the minimum circumference radius
is approximately 0.6 wavelengths, 0.65 wave-
lengths, and 0.7 wavelengths, respectively, at the
design frequency.

As the multi-mode antenna elements are elec-
trically large, they should be placed as close
as possible in order to realize a compact array.
Experimental results in [9] show that coupling
coefficients between elements of less than −25 dB
can be achieved with inter-element spacings of
approximately 0.6 wavelengths and the employ-
ment of choke walls. Compared to a generic array
of crossed dipoles achieving the same decoupling
without further measures, this results in an overall
size reduction of 54 percent. Table I summarizes
the important array parameters.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF MULTI-MODE MASSIVE MIMO ARRAYS

(_: WAVELENGTH AT DESIGN FREQUENCY)

Array/Antenna type Four-port multi-
mode antennas

Crossed dipoles

Inter-element coupl. -25 DB -25 DB
Number of ports 484 484
Ports per element 4 2
Element size 0.72_2 0.25_2

Inter-element spacing 0.58_ _

Total array size 247_2 544_2

III. BASEBAND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Based on the antenna characteristics under in-
vestigation, in this section the baseband system
architecture and possible adaptations thereof are
described. In Fig. 3, a block diagram of the
transmitter is depicted. A multicarrier (OFDM-
like) system is assumed. The input data vectors
are processed by digital precoding matrices. The
digital precoding matrices are chosen individually
for every subcarrier. The outputs of the digital
precoding are connected by means of radio fre-
quency (RF) chains to an analog precoder. An RF
chain includes the digital to analog conversion,
filtering and mixing of the signals to the desired
frequency band. It is assumed that the hardware
used in the analog precoder is wideband.

Digital
Precoders

Analog
Precoder

I)

III)

D
at

a
V

ec
to

rs

III)

II)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the transmitter. I) denotes the number
of available RF chains, II) the number of antenna elements, and
III) the number of ports at the multi-mode antenna element,
respectively.

A. Digital Beamforming
In the special case of digital beamforming,

the analog precoder provides a direct connection
from a single antenna port to a single RF chain.
Correspondingly, the number of RF chains is
identical with the number of transmit antenna
ports, which is defined by the number of antennas
and the number of ports per antenna. In con-
junction with massive MIMO systems, both hard-
ware cost and power consumption are excessive.
Digital beamforming offers the largest freedom
and hence provides best system performance. The
performance of digital beamforming provides a
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reference. When the maximum tolerable correla-
tion between two antenna ports shall be evaluated,
a Kronecker model can be used. The loss of
achievable sum-rate serves as a measure of the
amount of tolerable correlation.

B. Approaches to Hybrid Beamforming

Besides digital beamforming and a fully con-
nected approach, where each antenna port is
connected to each RF chain, sub-connected ar-
chitectures are feasible.

To reduce the hardware complexity, user-
scheduling algorithms can be used. Numerous
user and stream allocation techniques both for
digital beamforming as well as hybrid beam-
forming have been published. However, most
hybrid user scheduling algorithms are determined
and modified from counterparts used for digital
beamforming. Commonly, in hybrid beamform-
ing schemes, the degrees of freedom are less than
in digital beamforming. This limitation is due to
a limited number of RF chains. An additional
limitation is caused by the analog beamforming,
since hardware components are not as flexible
as software is. Furthermore, the characteristics
of the employed hardware need to be known
for optimization purposes. This requires some
additional channel estimation and measurement
effort. Further details on different beamforming
techniques can be found in [11].

For reasons of complexity, subsequently focus
is on hybrid beamforming. Specifically, the fol-
lowing methods are studied:

• fully-connected approach
• spatial-filtering approach
• single-element beamforming approach
1) Fully-Connected Approach: In the fully-

connected approach, each RF chain is connected
to each antenna port by means of steerable phase
shifters and matching networks. Hence, the most
flexible form of hybrid beamforming is a fully
connected architecture. As this requires additional
hardware devices and therefore increases costs
while reducing power efficiency, sub-array struc-
tures are of interest. When thinking about multi-
mode antennas, two setups based on sub-array
precoding are intuitive.

2) Spatial Filtering Approach: Given an array
based on identical multi-mode antenna elements,
in the first setup all ports employing the same
set of modes are connected to form a sub-array.
Recall that the RF chains are only connected to
a part of the available ports. The spatial char-
acteristics of the structure are used to increase
systems performance. This allows simple calcu-
lation of the array factor, since simple uniform
linear/planar array (ULA/UPA) processing can be
used if the multi-mode antenna elements are uni-
formly spaced. Ideally, the array characteristics
are employed in order to suppress undesired side-
lobes of the chosen group of modes. Therefore,
this technique is referred to as spatial filtering.

3) Single-Element Beamforming Approach:
The second possibility is to switch between all
ports of a single radiation element, subsequently
using different characteristics at different posi-
tions in the overall sub-array. Thus, mode and
space in combination can be used in order to
optimize reception and radiation. The single-
element beamforming approach requires more
sophisticated calculations [12], since the different
radiation patterns need to be included. The pattern
corresponding to one group of modes of the
(sub-) array is only achieved, if only one port of
the antenna element is used. The radiation pattern
of the port fitting best to the desired direction
needs to be chosen. This is referred to as mode-
selection.

A more sophisticated method is to combine
the individual groups of modes belonging to
the ports of a single element. Here, the sub-
arrays interfere not only in terms of spatially
founded interference, but additionally in terms
of mode diversity. The before mentioned sub-
arrays holding the same radiation patterns still are
employed. The different modes can be combined
such that the radiation given a desired direction
is optimized. If only one element is used for
this kind of beamforming, this is dubbed single-
element beamforming subsequently. Each radi-
ating element of a multi-mode antenna array is
treated as a sub-array here. By using a priori
knowledge of the individual modes, the modes
can be combined in a way such that the radiation
of a single antenna element is steered towards a
single angle. This enables ULA/UPA processing
while using the individual antenna elements as a
smart antenna. One drawback is that additional
channel information is required.

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION
In this section different results on the require-

ments of IoT and UWB Internet access are pro-
vided and their application is explained. In UWB
systems, high sum-rates are targeted. Contrary, in
IoT applications, high reliability and/or massive
connectivity are desirable. Multi-mode antennas
open the flexibility to provide a trade-off. As
shown before, complex but symmetric shapes can
be used in order to implement multiple ports on
a given surface. Using the radiation character-
istics of the prototype antenna in Fig. 2 as an
example, a single element beamforming approach
is presented. In the block diagram presented in
Fig. 3, on the right-hand side a cut of the radiation
pattern in the y,z-plane is depicted. Cuts of the
patterns are redrawn in Fig. 4, curves (1)-(4).
Since the ports corresponding to the electric fields
are orthogonal among each other, single-element
beamforming can be used to increase the overall
antenna gain given a certain direction. To achieve
a fair comparison, the input power is kept con-
stant. At the mobile terminal this is assumed as an
alternative to simplify the problem structure and
provide a minimum channel performance at the
cost of parallel data streams. The achievable gain
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of mode combination is represented by mode-
combination in Fig. 4, curve (6). It is shown that
by combining the ports of the antenna and using
constructive interference, an additional gain of up
to two decibel can be achieved. Note that digital
beamforming at the antenna terminal is required
to achieve the full performance. A codebook is
determined, storing the optimal amplitudes and
phases. A still attractive performance because
of reduced complexity is switching to the mode
providing the largest gain in the desired direction
(mode-selection, Fig. 4, curve (5)). Here, a gain
of about 6 DBi can be achieved for nearly the
full angular range. The corresponding codebook
only stores the selected mode, which can be set
by using switches, as an example.

−90 −45 0 45 90
0
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10

Angle in degree

A
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d
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in
in

D
B

i

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Fig. 4. Maximum achievable gain of a single element per angle.
Available modes are plotted for reference (1)-(4). By choosing the
best mode at a certain angle (5) is achieved. The performance can
be improved significantly when certain modes are combined (6).

In [14], the sum-rate is plotted as a function of
distance between the base station array presented
in [9] and a mobile station. The work is extended
here by using the results of the analysis presented
above. One user employing the same type of
antenna as used in the BS is assumed. The BS
is assumed to provide a fixed number of 121
radiators. To allow zero-forcing (ZF) precoding,
digital beamforming is employed and the range
estimation is conducted based on the WINNER II
channel model, scenario A1, NLOS [13]. A fair
comparison is achieved by using the same signal-
to-noise ratio settings, corresponding to the total
transmit power. As can be seen, both data rate and
achievable range can be increased. Note that for
simple receiver design ZF precoding is applied.
For better comparison of the antennas, at the MS
the same antenna type as in the BS is assumed.

Although the realization of highly uncorrelated
ports is theoretically possible, this requires an
improved hardware effort, as discussed above
and in [8], [9]. The described Kronecker channel

2 4 6 8 10
0

50

100

150

200

Distance between BS and user in m

Su
m

-r
at

e
in

G
b/

s

8 ports 6 ports 4 ports

Fig. 5. Expected overall info bit rate as a function of distance
extending the work in [14]. The assumptions are as follows: The
BS has 121 elements, at the receiver one element is employed.
A 968x8 (8 ports per element), 726x6 (6 ports per element) and
484x4 (4 ports per element) massive MIMO system in downlink
scenario is specified. The channel is generated according to the
WINNER II A1 NLOS scenario. The coding scheme according
to the DVB-S2 standard with bit rates of 1/4 to 9/10 and QAM
modulation orders of 4 to 16384 are used. The target bit error rate
is assumed to be 10−6.

model is employed to evaluate the impact of
sub-optimal orthogonality. A correlation power of
roughly -12 DB is found to be tolerable. Since the
correlation occurs twice, at receive and transmit
side, 3 DB can be added, which results in a
correlation of -9 DB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, multi-mode antennas are
studied to enable ultra-high data rates of 100 Gb/s
and beyond in the frequency region below
10 GHz, while increasing the reliability of ser-
vice. The workflow based on symmetry consid-
erations is proposed as a suitable tool for design-
ing multi-mode antennas with a high number of
orthogonal ports. Different beamforming system
designs matched to multi-mode antennas are sug-
gested and their differences are determined. The
sum-rate performance is evaluated as a function
of the distance between a multi-mode BS antenna
array and a mobile station equipped with a single
multi-mode antenna. The influence of the number
of available ports is studied with respect to data
rate and distance between BS and mobile termi-
nals. Single-element beamforming is shown to be
particularly useful in IoT applications, whereas
the multi-mode antenna array architecture at the
BS is a key enabling technique for ultra-wideband
Internet access and related applications.
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